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Personal computer requirements 

 

Minimal requirement 

1. Intel 600 MHz or higher processor; 

2. 512 MB of RAM 

3. Video adapter at least 1024x768 pixels resolution 

4. USB port available 

5. MS Excel table processor installed as part of MS Office package 

6. Free hard disk space 

For Program files – at least 25 MB 

For Driver files – at least 14 MB 

For Database files – at least 3 MB 

 

Recommended requirements 

1. Dual-core Intel 1.6 GHz processor 

2. 2 GB of RAM 

3. Video adapter with 1280x800 pixels resolution 

4. USB port available 

5. MS Office Excel table processor as part of the MS Office 2003 package 

6. Free hard disk space: 

For program files – at least 30 MB 

For driver files – at least 14 MB 

For database files – at least 2 GB 

 

Operating system requirements: Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP 

with Service Pack 2 (SP2), or later, except for 64-bit versions of Windows XP Pro. 

 

Recommended operating system is Windows XP Professional SP2. 
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Introduction 

The software application IN-01m CONNECT at default in basic kit of metal stress indicator 

IN-01m and scanner IN-02 (Fig.1), as well as their modifications intended for magnetic inspection 

of the stressed state of metal of steel products and structures [1-5]. 

   
Fig.1. IN-01m and IN-02 metal stress indicator and scanner 

IN-01m CONNECT software application purposing consist of magnetic mechanical stress 

monitoring of metal with metal stress indicators collecting, storing, visually displaying and results 

documenting, their analysis in order to detect and quantify the stress concentration zones (SCZs) of 

the metal. 

IN-01m CONNECT software application is universal and works with all metal stress 

indicators of mechanical stress of metal produced by Spector Sci-Tech LLC: IN-01m, IN-02 and 

their modifications. The General view of the main screen form of IN-01m CONNECT software 

application is shown on Fig.2.  

  
Fig.2 Main window of the IN-01m CONNECT application 

1 – Data region, 2 – Slider for scrolling the data area, 3 – Workspace, 4 – Toolbar, 5 – Grid 
parameter controls, 6 – Main menu, 7 – Status bar. 
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The main menu of the IN-01m CONNECT software application is a tree structure that opens 

access to all the main controls of the IN-01m CONNECT software application: 

1. File 

1.1. Data reception-displays a list metal stress indicators that are currently connected to the 

computer; 

1.2. Open-view data files saved on your computer 

1.3. Save file-save an open file to your computer 

1.4. Exit 

2. View – converts open data files to the appropriate graphical form 

2.1. Linear chart 

2.2. Circular chart 

2.3. 3x12 contour 

2.4. 6x12 contour 

2.5. Surface 3x12 

2.6. Surface 6x12 

2.7. Custom size contour 

2.8. Custom size surface 

3. Service 

3.1. Average readouts the median and extremes on the chart 

3.2. Display points-displays the result of each measurement as a large point on the graph 

(watch section 3.3.1 of this manual) 

3.3. Transpose 3D - rearranging the graph axes and changing the scanning direction in the 

Contour and Surface modes 

3.4. Remove trend-automatically calculates and deletes the non-linear trend of the measured 

signal 

3.5. View by records-display of measured data for sequentially recorded series of 

measurements (see the structure of measured data files in section 3.1 of this manual); 

4. Help 

4.1. IN-01m metal stress indicator manual; 

4.2. IN-02 metal stress scanner manual; 

4.3. IN-01m CONNECT software application manual; 

4.4. About program-displays a mini-screen saver with brief information about the IN-01m 

CONNECT software application. 
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The IN-01m CONNECT software application forms a multi-level directory and file structure 

in the computer's file system, which includes executable and configuration files of software 

modules, and database files.  

An approximate diagram of the directory structure of the IN-01m CONNECT software 

application is shown in Fig.3a. 

 (a)                                                  (b) 

  
Fig.3. Directory structure of the IN-01m CONNECT software application 

a – working directories, b – database 
 
 

The Program Files\Spector directory is common for all software products of Spector Sci-

Tech LLC, such as, for example, IN-01m CONNECT application software, or the software of the 

ASD Vikhr. 

The Program Files\Spector\IN-01m directory of the IN-01m CONNECT software 

application contains the following files:  

1. Config.ini – initialization file that stores information about the current settings of the 

software application IN-01m CONNECT, and writes the path to all the main working directories; 

2. IN-01m.exe – executable file of the IN-01M CONNECT software application; 

3. IN-01m manual.pdf – manual for the IN-01m metal mechanical stress indicator; 

Program manual.pdf – guide for using the software application IN-01M CONNECT. The 

Program Files\Spector\IN-01m\bpl directory stores backup copies of batch files that are responsible 

for the operation of standard controls of the IN-01M CONNECT software application: buttons, 

switches, engines, checkboxes, etc. 

The Program Files\Spector\IN-01m\Data directory is used by default to save the results of 

stress inspection as comma-separated source text files (Fig.3b). 
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The Program Files\Spector\IN-01m\Output directory is used by default to save the results of 

magnetic inspection of metal and steel products in the form of tables, graphs, charts, etc. 

The Program Files\Spector\IN-01m\VCP directory contains batch files for installing 

software applications that control the process of data exchange between a personal computer and 

metal mechanical stress indicators (drivers). 
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1. Installing the IN-01m CONNECT software application on your computer  

Installation of the software application IN-01m CONNECT is performed under the 

Administrator of computer account. To install the IN-01m CONNECT software application on a 

personal computer from the supplied Flash Disk, run the Setup IN-01m.exe wizard and follow its 

instructions. 

After the installation, a folder with shortcuts will appear in the start → programs menu, 

which will open access to the executable files of the program modules of the IN-01m CONNECT 

software application. The software application IN-01m CONNECT is installed. 

During operation, the IN-01m CONNECT software application uses various operating 

system resources (registry, clock, external device drivers, etc.). Windows 7, 8, 9, and 10 operating 

systems restrict access to their resources by default. as a result, the IN-01m CONNECT software 

application loses a number of important functions and features. 

In order to provide the IN-01m CONNECT application with full access to system resources, 

right-click the icon to open its properties window and check the box Run this program as an 

administrator (Fig.4). 

   
Fig4.Getting full access to system resources 
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2. Preparing to work 

Metal mechanical stress indicators and their modifications are complex electronic devices. 

Each metal stress indicator has a means of recording, storing and transmitting data to a personal 

computer, means of self-diagnosis and monitoring of electrical power parameters, an integrated 

time count chip, which have many software settings. 

Before carrying out the control, it is necessary to make sure that all settings and parameters 

of the metal mechanical stress metal stress indicator are correct, which are checked by the IN-01m 

CONNECT program in automatic mode when it is connected to a personal computer.  

 

2.1. Installing the software driver for the metal mechanical stress indicator on a 

personal computer 

Connect the metal mechanical stress indicator to your personal computer using the USB 

cable included with the metal stress indicator. 

Attention! Before connecting the metal mechanical voltage metal stress indicator to the 

computer, do not forget to turn on the power of the device! Connecting the device to a 

computer with no power will damage its electronic circuitry. 

Wait until the operating system of the personal computer detects new hardware (Fig.5, a), 

determines the type of USB device (Fig.5, b) and launch the wizard application to install it. This 

process is automatic and usually takes 1-5 seconds. 

 (a) (b) 

   
Fig.5. Computer automatically detects the connected IN-01m metal stress indicator 

In the new hardware installation wizard window that opens, select Install from the specified 

location. Next, in the search and installation options window (Fig.6) you will need to specify the 

path to the USB device software driver directory. Depending on the operating system that the 

personal computer is running, you should select one of the directories: 

VCP\Win\X86\CDM20808-x86-for 32-bit versions of Windows; 

 VCP\Win\X64\CDM20808-x64-for 64-bit versions of Windows; 

 VCP\Win\98-me-for Windows-98 and Windows-2000. 
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Fig.6 New hardware installation wizard window 

 After clicking the Next button, the file copying process will begin, after which the 

installation of the USB device driver will be completed. 

Attention! Do not disconnect the device from the computer while copying files! This can 

lead to serious system errors or failure. 

After the installation of the USB device is complete, the personal computer will detect the 

virtual COM port of the connected metal mechanical stress indicator IN-01m (Fig.7) and starts the 

new hardware installation wizard. 

 
Fig.7. Computer automatically finds the virtual COM port  

 Installing the virtual COM port software driver is similar to installing a USB device. When 

the virtual COM port installation is complete, the device is ready to use. 

The software drivers must be installed each time the metal mechanical stress indicator is 

initially connected to the personal computer. When you reconnect the metal mechanical stress 

indicator to your computer, you do not need to install software drivers. 
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2.2. Connecting the metal mechanical stress metal stress indicator to a personal 

computer and performing software check 

Program settings of the metal mechanical stress indicator include settings of the built-in 

clock and memory card, as well as a number of diagnostic parameters, which are checked by the 

IN-01m CONNECT program in automatic mode.  

To check the program settings of the metal stress indicator, connect it to a personal 

computer with the IN-01m CONNECT application installed and travel to File – Receive data, 

which opens the device selection window. 

  
Fig.8. File – Receive data command opens the device selection window 

The device selection window has a field that displays all metal mechanical stress metal 

stress indicators connected to the personal computer at a given time, as well as 3 buttons to control 

their parameters: Connect, Synchronize clock, Refresh list (Fig.9). 

When you click the Refresh list button, the list of metal mechanical stress metal stress 

indicators connected to the computer is forcibly updated. 

 (a) (b) 

    
Fig.9. Opening and closing a connection to selected devices 

A connection opened on COM39 
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When you click the Synchronize clock button, all metal mechanical stress metal stress 

indicators connected to this personal computer are automatically checked and configured. 

When you click the Open button (Fig.9a) the software application establishes a connection 

with the selected metal stress indicator and opens access to its file system of metal stressed state 

inspection results. A successfully opened connection is displayed in the selection window with a 

green label (Fig.9b), and the Open button is automatically replaced by the Close button, which 

closes the established connection to safely disconnect the metal stress indicator from the personal 

computer. 

Attention! If there is a green check mark next to the metal stress indicator, you cannot 

disconnect its cable from the computer! This will cause the connection to fail. To safely 

disconnect, you must first close the established connection (Fig. 9b). 

After successful diagnostics and configuration, the metal mechanical stress metal stress 

indicators can be disconnected from the personal computer and the metal stressed state can be 

monitored and analyzed. 
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3. Working with the IN-01m CONNECT software application 

The software application IN-01m CONNECT is used for processing the results of magnetic 

inspection of metal values stored on the built-in memory card of metal stress indicators of 

mechanical stress of the metal, which is performed in stages:  

– Receiving and saving measured data from the built-in memory card of the metal 

mechanical stress metal stress indicator to a personal computer 

– Mathematical processing and analysis of measured data; 

– Graphical representation and design of the results of stressed state inspection result. 

 

3.1. Receiving and saving the measured data after metal stressed state inspection 

Connect the metal mechanical stress indicator to a personal computer using the USB cable 

included with the metal stress indicator, run the IN-01m CONNECT program on the computer, and 

travel to the File – Receive data menu (Fig.8), and in the window that opens, select the connected 

metal stress indicator (Fig.9). 

Click the Open button. When the connection is successfully opened, the device selection 

window will close, and the data area of the stress concentration zones (SCZs) of the IN-01m 

CONNECT software application will load a list of data files stored on the built-in memory card of 

the metal mechanical stress indicator (Fig.10). 

  
Fig.10. Main window of the IN-01m CONNECT application when the connection 

is open with IN-01m metal mechanical stress indicator 
 
 

An inscription in the status bar warns about the open state of the connection with the device 

(Fig.10) and the green label next to the device in the device selection window (Fig.9) 

To download one of the data files stored on the built-in memory card of the metal 

mechanical stress indicator to your computer, double-click it with the left mouse button. In the data 

Double-click to load file  
(see result on Fig.11) 
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area of the IN-01M CONNECT software application, measured values will be loaded in 

chronological order and automatically converted to a graphical form on the software application 

workspace. 

As an example, see Fig.11 shows the result of downloading the file «24072014.CSV", which 

contains 120 dimensions. The original name under which the file was saved in the device's memory 

is automatically displayed in the status bar. 

 
Fig.11. Saving downloaded file to your computer 

To save the downloaded file on your personal computer, open the File menu – save... 

(Fig.11) and select one of the suggested items: 

1) Save all downloaded data to a file; 

2) Save to a file only the data selected using the Screen magnifier tool on the graph in linear 

mode (see section 3.2.1 of current guide). 

In the dialog box that opens, specify a folder in the database and specify the name of the file 

where the data will be saved. If the specified name of the saved file matches the name of the file 

already available on the disk, the program will offer you to choose one of the 3 options (Fig.12). 

When you click Confirm, the saved data will be appended to the end of the existing file, 

complementing the existing data; 

When you click No, the saved data will be written to the existing file again, and the old data 

that was previously stored in the file will be deleted. 

Clicking the Retry button opens a dialog box where you need to specify a different file name 

for saving data. 
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Fig.12. Options for matching file names 

The measured data files for metal mechanical stress indicators are in CSV (Comma 

Separated Values) format, which is used by MS Excel and is also compatible with any text editors. 

The file consists of a series of measurements separated by empty lines. Each series of measurements 

consists of records of the results of measurements made continuously in one pass (see the 

correspond manual for the metal stress indicator). The common structure of data files is shown in 

table 1. 

The file structure of the measured data 
of mechanical stress of metal indicators Table 1. 

Beginning of file 

Measurement time 1 Measurement 1 

Measurement time 2 Measurement 2 

… … 
Measurement 

series 1 

Measurement time N Measurement N 

Record separator (empty string) 

Measurement time (N+1) Measurement (N+1) 

Measurement time (N+2) Измерение (N+2) 

… … 
Measurement 

series 2 

Measurement time (N+M) Measurement (N+M) 

Record separator (empty string) 

… … … 

End of file 

 

The software application IN-01m CONNECT provides the possibility of deleting reports 

from files that do not contain useful diagnostic information, as well as manually dividing the 

measured data into series (records).  
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To set a separator between two adjacent counts, right-click the lower count in the data area 

and select Insert separator in the context menu that opens (Fig.13). 

  

 
Fig.13. Setting the record separator manually 

Counts that do not contain useful diagnostic information include: incorrectly set record 

separators; mistakes made when recording metal stress indicator readings on the built-in memory 

card; sections of series associated with transitions from one controlled object to the next when 

recording metal stress indicator readings on the built-in memory card is enabled, etc.  

To delete such sections or single counts and separators, select them in the data area, right-

click and select Delete count(s) from the context menu that opens. 

To load other data files stored on the built-in memory card of the metal mechanical stress 

metal stress indicator, go back to the list of files by double-clicking the left mouse button in the data 

area on the Return line (Fig.14). 

5 series was initially 

6 series becomes after setting new separator 
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Fig.14. Return to the list of metal stress indicator files 

After working with the data files of the metal stress indicator's internal memory card and 

storing them on a personal computer, close the established connection with the metal mechanical 

stress metal stress indicator, and only then disconnect the cable from the personal computer (see 

section 2.2 of this manual). 

Attention! Before disconnecting the metal stress indicator cable from the computer, 

make sure that this connection is closed. To do this, click the Refresh list button, and 

after the green check box turns off (Fig.9), the device can be disconnected. 

To do this, open the device selection window (Fig.8-9), select the connected metal stress 

indicator with an open connection from the list (indicated by the green check box on the left) and 

click the Disconnect button. After the green check box turns off, you can unplug the cable from the 

personal computer. 

When you exit the IN-01m CONNECT software application, all connections to the metal 

mechanical stress metal stress indicators connected to the personal computer are automatically 

closed. 

 

3.2. Practical recommendations for organizing a computer database of results of metal 

stressed state inspection 

Depending on the shape, size and number of monitored objects, for optimal organization of 

storing the results of their stressed state magnetic inspection on a personal computer, you need to 

combine them into one or divide them into several files that have one or more series of 

measurements. 

Double-click to return to list of files  
(see result in Fig.9) 
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When the metal stress indicator stops during scanning of metal parts, as well as when 

moving from one object inspected to the next one while recording readings on the built-in memory 

card, there are sections of the series that do not contain useful information. It is recommended to 

delete these sections from the records when processing them and processing the results of stressed 

state inspection. 

Table 2 shows the classification of steel objects according to the complexity of their 

inspection by metal stress indicators and recommended methods for storing the results. 

Results of stressed state inspection 
recommended storage methods Table 2. 

Storage method 
Types of objects 

inspected Practical example Built-in memory 
card of the metal 
stress indicator 

PC database 

One object can be 
inspected in one pass 
(IN-01m) 

Inspection of individual steel 
products, control of the level of 
tightening of group threaded 
connections, etc. 

One file that 
includes one series 
of measurements 

– 

One object requiring 
inspection in P > 1 
passes (IN-01m, IN-02) 

Steel tanks and shells, railway 
rails, and other extended single 
objects 

One file that 
includes P series of 
measurements 

– 

N > 1 objects can be 
inspected in one pass 
(IN-02) 

Elements of road bridges, load-
lifting structures, and other 
extended structures 

One file includes N 
series of 
measurements 

N files, each 
one series of 
measurements 

N > 1 objects requiring 
inspection in P > 1 
passes (IN-02) 

Steel pipelines, drill pipes, and 
other multi-element structures 
with a large control area 

One file includes N 
series of 
measurements for P 
passes 

N files, each 
P series of 
measurements 

 

Following from table 2, the measured data is always recorded in a single file. when saving it 

to the database on a personal computer, it is recommended to divide it into several files so that each 

file corresponds to one element of the monitored object, and each series of measurements 

corresponds to one pass of the metal stress indicator. Let's look at two basic practical examples of 

working with measured data file. 

 Example 1. When magnetic inspection of the tightening force of group threaded 

connections of the case power equipment is performed by the IN-01m metal stress indicator, the 

metal stress indicator reading for each steel stud of the threaded connection is recorded sequentially 

(one reading per stud).  
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After passing through all the other pins of the inspected threaded connection, the measured 

data is transferred to a personal computer and saved in a file under the name corresponding to the 

name of the monitored object, for example, HU-XX.CSV (hydraulic unit number XX, see Fig.15).  

   
Fig.15. Example of results of magnetic inspection of the tightening force of 

group threaded connections for power equipment enclosures 
 
 

Before monitoring the next object (hydroelectric unit, turbine, etc.), it is recommended to 

delete the old file from the memory card built into the metal mechanical stress metal stress 

indicator. 

When you save the results of magnetic testing for a large number of n similar objects in the 

database, you get N files that can be combined into a single file consisting of N series of 

measurements (see section 3.1 of this guide). 

Example 2. In case of magnetic inspection of steel pipe metal stressed state, the IN-02 metal 

mechanical stress indicator scans each individual pipe along at least 3 generatrixes. The metal stress 

indicator is installed on the surface of the metal, its readings are recorded on the built-in memory 

card, and a pass is made along the first generator, at the end of which the scanning is stopped by 

turning on the Stop button, while the recording remains enabled. 

The metal stress indicator is set to the beginning of the next forming inspected pipe, 

scanning is resumed by disabling the Stop button and the next pass to the end of the generatrix of 

pipe is performed. After passing the last forming inspected pipe, the recording stops and moves to 

the next pipe. 
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Fig.16. Measured data for metal stressed state inspection of 10 steel pipes  

  
Fig.17. One series of measurements made in 3 passes (through pipe 5) 

  
Fig.18. Saving measured data to a database 

10 series obtained by 3 passes of IN-02 
(data of 10 pipes inspected) 

Select first pass in pipe specified 
using mouse cursor 

Save in turn all 3 pipe 
passes to a new file 

Gaps caused by transitions 
between pipe generatrixes 
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Fig.19. Pipe number 5 data file saved in the database (compare. with Fig.15) 

  
Fig.20. Automatic removal of the nonlinear trend of the measured signal 

 
Fig.21. Preparing illustrations for the report 

In a similar way, for each pipe create a file 
of three series of measurements 

Identified areas with increased 
stressed state of the metal 
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As a result of monitoring a section of steel pipe, a file will be obtained that represents a 

series of measurements recorded sequentially in the order of monitoring steel pipes, each of which 

consists of 3 passes that are easily distinguished visually by time marks and non-linear trend (see 

Fig.16-18). 

After splitting and saving the measured data to the database, each file is processed 

separately: if necessary, the non-linear trend of the measured signal is automatically deleted, areas 

with increased stressed state are identified, and the results are presented in a convenient form for the 

report (see Fig.19-21). 
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3.3. Graphical modes for displaying measured data 

The IN-01m CONNECT software application has a number of graphical modes and tools for 

solving problems at the following stages of magnetic metal stressed state inspection: 

– Mathematical processing and analysis of measured data; 

– Graphical representation and design of the results of stressed state inspection. 

Table 3 shows the graphical modes of the IN-01M CONNECT software application and 

indicates the areas of their practical application. 

Graphic modes of IN-01m CONNECT application Table 3. 

Mode Appearance Application Examples of objects 
inspected 

Linear 

 

Universal 
Railway rails, elements of 
road bridges, load-lifting 
structures, etc. 

Circular 

 

Magnetic inspection of 
stressed state of metal 
objects of rounded or 
closed shape 

Groups of threaded 
connections for power 
equipment housings, steel 
discs, shafts, turbines, etc. 

Contour 3×12 

Contour 6×12  

Surface 3×12 

Surface 6×12 
 

MU RD ICC KRAN 
009-99. Magnetic 
inspection of stressed 
state and the residual 
life of vessels working 
under pressure, during 
the examination of 
industrial safety 

Pressure vessels 

Contour plot 
of custom size 

 

Surface plot 
of custom size 

 

Magnetic inspection of 
stressed state of single 
and multi-element metal 
structures with a large 
control area 

Steel tanks and shells, 
pipelines, drill pipes, etc. 
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Graphic modes of the IN-01m CONNECT software application have a very diverse set of 

tools for solving the above tasks, however, almost all of the tools are common and are found in all 

modes, or work similarly to most of them. 

Parameters and settings of all graphical modes and tools are stored in the Config.ini 

initialization file. 

 

3.3.1. Linear chart mode 

To display the measured data as a regular graph (Fig.22) on the View tab of the main menu, 

select Linear. 

On the x-axis of the graph, the measurement number N is counted, on the y-axis-the field 

strength of the residual magnetization of the metal Br in Tesla (mT). 

 
Fig.22. Linear Mode 

This mode has the following tools and settings. 

1. Magnifier; 

2. View measured data for records; 

3. Interactive digital metal stress indicators of numerical values of points on the chart; 

4. Color metal stress indicators for individual points on the chart; 

5. Calculation of extremes and average values of the measured signal; 

6. Automatic removal of the nonlinear trend of the measured signal; 

7. Graphic color palette; 

8. Export the resulting graph to an MS Excel spreadsheet, BMP bitmap, JPG image, or print 

to a PDF file. 

The screen magnifier tool allows you to zoom in on sections of the graph for detailed study. 

The rules for using the magnifier are shown in Fig.23. 
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Fig.23. Working with the screen magnifier tool 

For viewing measured data for individual series, select the Arrange by record check box in 

the View menu. The first series of measurements will be automatically entered in the graph area, 

above which the buttons for switching recorded series will appear (Fig.24). 

 

 

      
Fig.24. Viewing measured data from records 

Interactive indicators for numerical values of points on the chart appear next to the cursor 

when you hover it over one of the points on the chart (Fig.25) and automatically disappear at 

random movements. 

Zoom selected 

Undo zoom and return 
to original scale 

Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 

Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 
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Fig.25. Interactive metal stress indicator hovering the cursor over the chart 

The color metal stress indicators of individual chart points are small rhombic shapes that are 

used for discrete display of measured data on the chart. You can specify any color for them using 

the Color palette tool (see section 3.2.2 of guide). In the linear mode of the IN-01m CONNECT 

application, 2 types of color metal stress indicators of chart points are used: 

– Metal stress indicators used to improve the appearance of the chart with a relatively small 

discreteness of a series of measurements; 

– Metal stress indicators used to highlight local areas on the chart. 

To improve the appearance of the graph with a relatively small number of measurements, 

open the Linear menu and select the Show dots check box (Fig.25). 

If the measured data of the metal mechanical stress metal stress indicator was obtained 

during continuous scanning of the surface of the steel product, it is recommended to hide the color 

metal stress indicators of the points so that a continuous line is displayed on the screen (Fig.26).  To 

do this, disable the Show dots checkbox in the Linear menu. 

If you select several records in the data area with the mouse cursor and right-click, the 

context menu of the graph point color metal stress indicators opens (Fig.27), which allows you to 

highlight local areas on the chart with metal stress indicators of contrasting color. 
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Fig.26. Showing and hiding the dots on the chart 

 
Fig.27. the context menu of the color indicators of the points of the chart 
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The Stretch on graph – Selected samples command, like to the Screen magnifier tool, 

increases the plot of the graph corresponding to the selected interval in the data area (Fig.28); the 

Stretch on graph – Display all counts command returns the original scale of the graph. 
 

 

 
Fig.28. Context menu of the Stretch on graph command and the result of its execution 

Enabling and disabling indicators for highlighting local areas on the chart is performed using 

the following context menu commands:  

The Select on graph – Selected counts command highlights points on the plot 

corresponding to the selected interval in the data area with metal stress indicators of contrasting 

color (Fig.29). 

The Select on chart – Deselect count(s) command disables color indicators on the selected 

interval in the data area (Fig.30). 

The Select on chart – Deselect all" command disables all color indicators on the chart. 
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Fig.29. Highlighting local areas on the chart with a contrasting color 

  

 
Fig.30. Removing the selection with a contrasting color 
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When opening and closing measured data files, as well as before exchanging data with metal 

mechanical stress metal stress indicators, the color indicators for highlighting local areas on the 

graph are automatically disabled. 

To display the average line of the chart in the work area, as well as the numerical values of 

the extremes (maximum and minimum), open the Linear menu and check the Show average in it 

(Fig.31), which is disabled by default. 

  

      
Fig.31. Displaying the average and extreme values of the measured data 

The average and extreme values of the measured signal are automatically calculated for 

each individual series of measurements and are displayed in the upper-right corner of the workspace 

when viewing the measured data for records. 

The output of the average lines (medians) is also performed using a series of measurements 

(Fig.31). 

When the mode of viewing the measured data records, the calculation of the average and 

extreme values are automatically produced for all measured series. 

Removal of the nonlinear trend of the measured signal is required when processing the 

results of magnetic inspection of the metal structure of extended objects (steel pipes, etc.) that have 

a significant magnetic field of their own. 

Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 

Average, min и max on all series 

Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 
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To enable the function of deleting a non-linear trend, open the Linear menu and set the 

Remove trend checkbox in it (Fig.32), which is disabled by default. 

The nonlinear trend of the measured signal is deleted independently for each series of 

measurements (Fig.32), while the original numerical values of the measured signal displayed in the 

data area are not recalculated (remain unchanged). 

  

  
Fig.32. Removing the nonlinear trend of the measured signal 

See section 3.2.2 of this guide for description how to configure the chart color palette. The 

procedure for exporting the resulting chart to different file types is described in the section 3.4 of 

this manual. 

 

3.3.2. Circular chart mode 

To display the measured data as a Circular chart (Fig.33) on the View tab of the main menu, 

select Circular chart. 

Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 

Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 
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The Circular chart mode is used to represent the results of magnetic inspection of the 

stressed state of metal of steel disks, shafts, as well as the tightening force of the group threaded 

connections of the case power equipment, etc. 

This mode has the following tools and settings, which are managed using the correspond 

toolbar (Fig.34). 

1. Scaling the chart; 

2. Viewing measured data from records; 

3. Interactive digital metal stress indicators of numerical values of points on the chart; 

4. Color metal stress indicators for individual points on the chart; 

5. Calculation of extremes and average values of the measured signal; 

6. Chart color palette; 

7. Export a Circular chart to an MS Excel spreadsheet, BMP bitmap, JPEG image, or print to 

a PDF file. 

 
 Fig.33. Circular chart mode 

 

  
Fig.33. Circular chart toolbar 

The Circular chart is scaled using the "–" and "+" buttons (Fig.33). Clicking the "×1" 

button sets the original scale of the chart. 

The measured data can be viewed in the same way as in the linear mode (see section 3.2.1 

of this manual and the navigation panel in Fig.34). 

Color palette 
Exporting buttons 

Scaling buttons 
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Interactive indicators for numerical values of points on a Circular chart appear next to the 

cursor when you hover it over one of the chart points (Fig.35) and automatically disappear at 

random movements. 

Color indicators for individual points in a Circular chart are small rhombic shapes that are 

used to display measured data in a discrete way on the chart. Color are controlled in the Circular 

chart mode same way as the linear chart mode (see section 3.2.1 of this manual). 

 
Fig.35 Interactive indicator on a Circular chart 

If the measured data of the metal mechanical stress metal stress indicators were obtained by 

continuously scanning the surface of the steel product, the measured points can be hidden so that a 

continuous line is displayed on the screen. To do this, open the Linear menu and uncheck Show 

dots, which is usually set by default. 

You can set any color for the Circular chart and Linear chart point color indicators using the 

Color palette tool (Fig.36). 

On default, the Circular chart and line chart are set to blue, and the average line (median) is 

set to red. To change the colors of the graph and median, click the corresponding cell in the palette 

(Fig.36), and in the standard dialog box that opens, specify the desired colors. 

The average and extreme values of the measured signal are automatically calculated for 

each individual series of measurements, similar to the linear mode (see section 3.2.1 of this 

manual). 

The nonlinear trend of the measured signal is removed by analogy with the linear mode 

(see section 3.2.1 of this manual).  

The procedure for exporting the resulting chart to various file types is described in the 

section 3.4 of this manual. 
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Fig.36. Color palette 

 

 
3.3.3. Contour plot mode 

To display the measured data as a contour chart, select one of Contour plot modes on the 

View tab of the main menu. 

When constructing a contour diagram, the measured signals are mathematically converted 

into a smooth curved surface and the lines of intersection of the resulting surface with equidistant 

planes of a constant signal level are automatically calculated. The result is a set of closed curved 

contours-isoclines (Fig.37). 

Each contour diagram line corresponds to a certain level of the measured signal, the 

numerical value of which is automatically adapted to the range of the signal change and displayed 

on the line. The higher or lower the signal level, the higher or lower the position of the 

corresponding contour is considered. 

The representation of the measured data in the form of a contour diagram significantly 

simplifies and speeds up the process of metal stress concentration zones location during magnetic 

inspection of metal properties of flat and curved surfaces of a large area. 

The highest contour corresponding to the areas of maximum concentration of mechanical 

stresses of the metal are shown in red. The lowest contours corresponding to the areas of the 

minimum concentration of mechanical stresses of the metal are shown in blue (Fig.37). 
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Fig.37. Contour plot mode 

  

  
Fig.38. Transpose the coordinate grid of a contour chart 
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When creating a contour diagram, you should specify the direction of scanning the surface 

of the inspected object by the metal mechanical stress indicator (see Fig.38): If the scan was 

performed in the longitudinal direction (for example, along the forming steel pipe), then you should 

transpose the coordinate grid of the contour diagram by selecting the Transpose checkbox in the 3D 

menu. If the scanning of the control object was performed in the transverse direction, then when 

building a contour diagram in the IN-01M CONNECT software application, you should disable 

transposing by unchecking the Transpose checkbox in the 3D menu. 

The Contour 3x12 and Contour 6x12 modes are designed to represent the results of 

magnetic inspection of the metal content of steel tanks and vessels operating under pressure in 

accordance with the guidelines [4].  

The Custom contour mode is used to represent the results of magnetic inspection of the 

metal content of steel products, which in General can have arbitrary dimensions. 

This mode has the following tools and settings. 

1. Magnifier; 

2. Setting coordinates grid parameters; 

3. Automatic removal of the nonlinear trend of the measured signal; 

4. Export a contour chart to an MS Excel spreadsheet, BMP bitmap, JPEG image, or print to 

a PDF file. 

The screen magnifier tool allows you to zoom in on sections of the chart for detailed study. 

This tool is operated by analogy with the linear mode (see section 3.2.1 of this manual). 

The configurable parameters of the contour chart coordinate grid are defined by 2 pairs of 

numeric values: 

– Longitudinal and transverse cell size (step) of the coordinate grid; 

– Longitudinal and transverse size of the work area field. 

Fig.39 shows the controls for the coordinate grid parameters. 

 

 
Fig.39. Controls for coordinate grid parameters 

X-axis grid step 

Y-axis 
grid step 

Grid size  
(4×7 cells) 
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Fig.40 scaling the longitudinal and transverse step of the coordinate grid 

On Fig.40 the results of measuring the longitudinal and transverse step of the contour plot 

chart coordinate grid with dimensions of 18=37 cells are presented. You can see that when you 

Step 2:1 

Step 1:2 

Step 1:1 
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change the grid step, the image on the diagram simply stretches or shrinks in the longitudinal and 

transverse directions. 

Removal of the nonlinear trend of the measured signal is required when processing the 

results of magnetic inspection of the metal structure of extended objects (steel pipes, etc.) that have 

a significant magnetic field of their own. 

To enable the function of deleting a non-linear trend, open the Math menu and set the 

Remove trend checkbox in it (Fig.41), which is disabled by default. 

The non-linear trend of the measured signal is removed by analogy with the linear mode, in 

the longitudinal direction of the scan, while the original numerical values of the measured signal 

displayed in the data area are not recalculated (remain unchanged). 

 

 
Fig.41. Deleting a non-linear signal trend on a contour chart 

Fig.41 shows the results of magnetic inspection of stressed state of steel pipe of 1280 mm 

diameter in its original form, and after the removal of nonlinear trend due to the high magnetization 
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of the metal remaining after the examination of the magnetic pipe pig’s flaw. Analysis of the metal 

stressed state on the first contour diagram (initial data before mathematical processing) is difficult 

due to the presence of a significant nonlinear trend, after removing which 3 areas of the 

concentration of mechanical stresses of the metal are easily identified (see the red areas on the 

second diagram in Fig.41). 

The procedure for exporting the resulting chart to different file types is described in the 

section.3.4 of this manual. 

The analysis of the metal stressed state on the first contour diagram (initial data before 

mathematical processing) is difficult due to the presence of a significant nonlinear trend, after 

removing which 3 areas of the concentration of mechanical stresses of the metal are easily 

identified (see the red areas on the second diagram in Fig.41). 

The procedure for exporting the resulting chart to different file types is described in the 

section.3.4 of this guide. 

 

3.3.4. 3D surface plot mode 

To display the measured metal stress indicator data as a curved surface, select one of the 3D 

surface items on the View tab of the main menu (Fig.42). 

 
Fig.42. 3D surface plot mode 

A curved surface is the most convenient and visual way to represent the results of metal 

stressed state inspection in the analyzing of the distribution of elastic and plastic deformations of 

the metal. The 3D surface 3x12 and 3D surface 6x12 modes are designed to represent the results of 

magnetic inspection of the metal content of steel tanks and vessels operating under pressure in 

accordance with the guidelines [4]. 
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The Custom surface mode is used to represent the results of magnetic metal inspection of 

extended and flat steel products, which in General can have arbitrary dimensions 

This mode has the following tools and settings. 

1. Magnifier; 

2. Setting coordinates grid parameters; 

3. Zoom in and out of a 3D surface image; 

4. Surface color palette; 

5. Automatic removal of the nonlinear trend of the measured signal; 

6. Export the resulting chart to an MS Excel spreadsheet, BMP bitmap, JPG image, or print 

to a PDF file. 

The screen magnifier tool allows you to zoom in on sections of the chart for detailed study. 

This tool is operated by analogy with the linear mode (see section 3.2.1 of this manual). 

Configurable parameters of the curved surface coordinate grid (Fig.42) are defined by 2 pairs of 

numeric values: 

– Longitudinal and transverse cell size (step) of the coordinate grid; 

– Longitudinal and transverse size of the work area field. 

Fig.43 shows the controls for the parameters of the curved surface coordinate grid, they are 

completely identical to the controls for the parameters of the contour diagram coordinate grid (see 

section 3.3.3 of current document). 

 
Fig.43. Controls for coordinate grid parameters 

 

 

  
Fig.44. 3D surface plot toolbar 

Color 
palette Export Scale  

Rotate chart to 
initial position 

Chart rotation 
slider 
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Zoom in and out of the 3D image of the surface using the "–" and "+" buttons (Fig.44), 

similar to the Circular chart mode. When the "×1" button is pressed, the image is set to its original 

position. 

The color palette of the surface is defined by three reference colors that are set at the upper 

and lower limits and middle level of the signal range, and the range between them is filled with a 

color gradient. By default, the upper level of the range is set to yellow, the middle is set to red, and 

the lower is set to blue.  

Setting the reference colors of the palette is similar to setting the colors of the Circular chart 

(see section 3.3.2 of this guide). Fig.45 shows examples of color palettes for different reference 

color settings. 

   

   

   
Fig.45. Different combinations of surface reference colors 
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Removal of the nonlinear trend of the measured signal is required when processing the 

results of magnetic inspection of the metal structure of extended objects (steel pipes, etc.) that have 

a significant magnetic field of their own. 

To enable the function of deleting a non-linear trend, open the Math menu and set the 

Remove trend checkbox in it (Fig.46), which is disabled by default. 

The non-linear trend of the measured signal is removed by analogy with the linear and 

contour mode, in the longitudinal direction of the scan, while the original numerical values of the 

measured signal displayed in the data area are not recalculated (remain unchanged). 

Fig.44 shows the results of magnetic inspection of stressed state of steel pipe of 1280 mm 

diameter in its original form, and after the removal of nonlinear trend due to the high magnetization 

of the metal remaining after the inspection carried by the PIG flaw detector, etc. 

 

 
Fig.46. Removing a nonlinear signal trend on a curved surface 
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The analysis of the metal stressed state in the first diagram (initial data before mathematical 

processing) is difficult due to the presence of a significant non-linear trend, after removing which 3 

areas of the concentration of mechanical stresses of the metal are easily identified (see the red areas 

indicated on the second diagram by arrows). 

The procedure for exporting the resulting chart to different file types is described in the next 

part of this guide. 
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3.4. Exporting measured data and graphs to a report-friendly form 

The results of the stressed state inspection by the metal metal stress indicator displayed in 

one of the Linear, Circular, Contour, and Surface modes can be saved on a personal computer as a 

graphic file, MS Excel table, or Adobe Reader PDF file. 

To perform this, each mode has a set of export buttons that are placed in a row on the 

toolbar and have a characteristic appearance (Fig.44). Buttons for exporting graphs and charts have 

the following symbols: 

 
When you click the Export to MS Excel file button, the contents of the data area are 
saved as a numeric table to an MS Excel file (*.xls) 

 
When you click the Export to BMP image button, the workspace content is saved as a 
high-quality image (*.bmp) 

 
When you click the Export to JPEG image button, the contents of the workspace are 
saved as a compressed image of normal quality (*.jpg) 

 
When you click the Export to PDF button, the workspace content is saved as an 
Adobe Reader file (*.pdf) 

When you hover the mouse cursor over any of the buttons for exporting graphs and charts, 

pop-up prompts appear to help you select the desired function in the IN-01M CONNECT software 

application. 

When you click one of the buttons for exporting graphs and charts, the graph or chart 

displayed on the workspace is automatically converted and saved to the Output folder (Fig.3) as a 

separate file. 
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4. Updates to the IN-01m CONNECT software application 

Spector Sci-Tech LLC, which is the developer of the software application IN-01m 

CONNECT, constantly improves its software products and releases updates for it. 

Owners of metal mechanical stress metal stress indicators IN-01m, IN-02 and their 

modifications, updates of the software application IN-01m CONNECT are provided free at default, 

as the customers of metal mechanical stress metal stress indicators agree to provide information 

assistance to Spector Sci-Tech LLC in further improving the software application IN-01m 

CONNECT: 

– Express individual wishes to improve the usability of the IN-01m CONNECT software 

application in practice and expand its functionality; 

– Indicate the shortcomings identified in the process of industrial operation of the IN-01m 

CONNECT software application. 

  

Please send your comments and suggestions to our mailbox: support@ntc-spector.ru 
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